
On November 9th, we had the pleasure to hold our first webinar with CAIA. We looked at the world of

alternative investments and how this area is growing since the foundation of CAIA in 2002. They

expect that by 2025 between 18% and 24% of all the world's assets will be invested in alternatives.

Today the buyout and venture capital space is a 3 trillion dollar industry. About 1 trillion dollars of that is

held in dry powder, so institutional investors are looking to invest more and more of their assets in

venture capital and private equity because they significantly outperformed traditional market

investments over the last 12 years.

Today's graduates are looking at a market with tremendous opportunities. For students and young

professionals aiming at deepening their knowledge in alternative investments, CAIA is offering two

exams: Level one and level two curriculum. 

Level one follows the analyst approach, one asset class at a time, describing each of these asset

classes' investment characteristics and investment strategies to ensure you are very familiar with all of

these investment strategies. Level two takes an allocator's approach; in this top-down curriculum, you'll

be looking at managing liquidity and risk, the quantitative methods for building your asset allocation,

and how you interview managers. The next level one and two exams will be offered in late February

and early March of 2021. A CAIA certificate is a great advantage and highly valuable when working in

the financial sector, whether that's working for a global bank, funds, or in consulting!
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OUR MONTHLY HIGHLIGHT
CAIA Webinar



For us, it is a must to run a

concentrated portfolio.” 

Niklas Ringby, 

Partner and Co-Head of Public Value

Advisory Team
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When Niklas Ringby spots a stock worth buying, he ignores decades of diversification advice that

most investors live and die by. The EQT AB money manager’s approach of wagering on just a

handful of stocks may sound like excessive risk-taking to a generation of punters warned against

chucking all their eggs in one basket, but it’s churning out bumper profits. The $1 billion fund he

runs from Stockholm with Fredrik Atting for the private equity giant has gained 35% this year,

while European stocks are down 5%, according to an investor letter. That’s on top of the 45% it

returned last year. Ringby’s high-stakes strategy may offer a potential way forward for an industry

in crisis. Stock pickers are persistently failing to beat their benchmarks and rapidly ceding ground

to low-cost passive funds that just mimic an index. In a world awash with data and computer-

driven trading where price-sensitive information is instantly factored into share values, active

funds must find a way to stay relevant. That means depth instead of breadth in stock picking and

bolder, high-conviction long-term bets. “For us, it is a must to run a concentrated portfolio”,

Ringby says. “We avoid investing into companies with underlying risks we can’t control and join the

board of all our portfolio companies to drive our value-creation agenda.” Ringby’s fund is

somewhat unconventional in that private equity firms usually don’t invest in publicly listed

companies. It’s the only public equity strategy run by EQT. Since September 2018, Ringby’s fund

has targeted European companies in sectors as varied as technology and media,

telecommunications, and health care. After “deep and detailed” diligence, it’s invested in the

stocks of 11 companies over the period with market values of up to €5 billion. Ringby, who

previously worked at Boston Consulting Group, has a 20-member team at EQT, which has grown

internationally since its inception in 1994.

Written by: Nishant Kumar and Benjamin Robertson (Bloomberg),  17. December 2020 

PRIVATE EQUITY OFFERS SURVIVAL TACTIC TO
FUND INDUSTRY IN CRISIS

The firm has added venture capital, real

estate, and infrastructure to its repertoire.

EQT is backed by one of Sweden’s most

powerful and wealthy families, the

Wallenbergs, who own 18%. It has raised more

than €75 billion for investment funds and is

one of the largest publicly traded private

equity firms in Europe.

MONTHLY REPORT: THIS TIME ABOUT EQT  
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CHRISTMAS

WHERE EVERYONE SPENDS A FORTUNE
AND DEBT DOESN'T MATTER 

Merry
Christmas

Opera Investment Partners AG

Private Equity Intern

Mid-January 2021/ Part-Time 60-80%

CV VC

Venture Capital Intern

Flexible/ 6-12 months

Gilde Buy Out Partners

Private Equity Intern

Jan 2021/ 3-4 months

Early Bird Venture Capital

Investment Team Intern

March 2021/ 3 months

CGS Management AG

Private Equity Intern

July 2021/ 6 Months

Biveroni Associates

Impact Investing Intern

Start asap/ 3-6 months

FIRST EPISODE 
Podcast 

We are thrilled to present our first podcast episode:

An interview with Jan Dreesen, Investment Analyst at

AURELIUS. Jan tells us what his daily work in PE looks

like, how he tries to cope with intense work periods

and what he would pass on to his younger self. 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES 

Find the episode below: 

https://www.pevc-club.com/news

from your pevc team 

in this sense 


